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Full bottle 1,699 g. Pet-nat king Tim Wildman MW's wine from old vineyards and old
German varieties across the country, a number of which he's trying to protect/restore and
bring back into production. A blend of 75% Madeleine Angevine (Wildman says it brings
tropical fruit, tangerine, flowers) from Meophams in Kent, run by Ben and Surjit Bassi and
their son Surinder, 10% Reichensteiner from Herefordshire (brings citrus and acid), a tiny
amount of Schönberger (aromatics are beautiful) and the colour from 10% of red
varieties, more or less evenly across Rondo, Triomphe and PiWi variety Cabernet Noir
from Bee Tree Vineyard. There are also 16 other varieties from lost vineyards but in
minute percentages. The story of how he tracked these vineyards down is quite
remarkable! Altogether he crushed 3 tons of fruit and made 1,512 bottles and 404
magnums. The fabulously psychedelic, clever, witty label was designed by Brighton artist
Nick Burdett, who'd previously done a garden mural for Wildman. The wine is made by
Offbeat Wine (Daniel Ham).
Deep, cloudy apricot pink. We tasted it cold and shaken up. Some fine and some
flocculated sediment. It smells beautiful! Like tangerine and orange blossom with a touch
of ripe watermelon. Fine, gentle bubbles – more like silky bath foam, remarkably
persistent. It's a gleeful explosion of flavour, popping with energy, a Catherine wheel of
pink apple skin and clementines. Fragrant one moment, spicy the next. Now strawberries,
now red dust, now white pepper. Then back to that glorious, unbridled orangeness. It's a
cancan in a glass and it is scrumptious. (TC)
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Alcohol 10%

Score 17

When to drink

2022
–
2023
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